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« IMPROVED POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION-
Convert the dynamic compensator from a continuous
domain representation to a discrete one
« DETERMINE POINTING STABILITY SENSITIVITIES TO SENSOR
AND ACTUATOR ERRORS- Add sensor and actuator error
models to TREETOPS. Develop an error budget for meeting
pointing stability requirements
• DETERMINE POINTING PERFORMANCE FOR ALTERNATE
MOUNTING BASES- Space Station for example
(3)
2.0 CONCLUSIONS
25 Hz sample rate is recommended for the
P/OF dynamic compensator algorithm processing
Pointing accuracy varies linearly with error
source magnitude
Fixed gyro drift is the largest contributor to
pointing inaccuracy
A root sum square(rss) LOS error of 1 arc sec
can be met provided the IPS fixed gyro drift
is reduced by 34%
i The P/OF doesn't perform well with the Space




Improve IPS model fidelity - Model IPS as 3
single DOF hinges separated by two bodies.
Model dynamics of IPS operational controller.
Implement both models in TREETOPS.
Controller Design - Specify IPS operational
controller software changes and any external
processing necessary to accommodate the
P/OFpayload.
Performance Assessment - Specify transient,
steady state and robustness characteristics of
baseline(orbiter) pointing system. Include an
assessment of the P/OF performance utilizing
an alternate mounting base.
(5) ' '
4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 REFERENCE DIGITAL CONTROLLER STRUCTURE
•TASK: Convert the Linear Continuous Time Compensator
shown on page 6 to an equivalent Linear Discrete
Time Dynamic Compensator. Note that the dis-
crete-time dynamic compensator is represented
by a set of first-order difference equations in-
stead of a set of first-order differential equations,
as in the continuous-time dynamic compensator.
Also, in comparison with the continuous-time
systems, discrete-time systems utilize summa-
tions instead of integrations.
• OBJECTIVE: Reduced computer resources required
for implementation
• PROCEDURE:
Step 1) Express compensator in the form
"> i ~ '
X = A X + B U
Y= CX + DU (seepage?)
Step 2) Use the control system analysis tool
capabilities in the digital computer
program DIGIKON to obtain the transition
matrices F,G,H,E that describe the discrete
equivalent of the continuous system
described in step 1.
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REFERENCE DIGITAL CONTROLLER SAMPLE RATE
TASK: Select a sample rate for the digital controller
OBJECTIVE: Negligible degradation in pointing performance
due to digital implementation
'PROCEDURE: Determine pointing performance sensitivity to
controller sample rate by performing the following
steps
Step 1) Obtain the F,G,H,E transition matrices that
describe the discrete controller for sample
rates of 25, 12.5, 6.25, and 3.125 Hz
(DIGIKON-EXPO)
Step 2) Obtain time history of digital controllers
defined in step 1 for a 1 deg line of sight step
input command. (DIGIKON-TRANS) Refer to
pages 11 and 12. The DIGIKON-TRANS)
program was used instead of TREETOPS
for this time history study primarily to
reduce costs. Refer to pages 11 and 12.
The P/OF with the 3.125 Hz digital controller
was unstable.
Step 3) Select a sample rate from the plots obtained
in step 2. The 25 Hz controller was selected
because its performance is nearly identical
with the continuous time controller. The IPS
processor also runs at 25Hz.
(10)
Step 4) Replace the continuous controller modeled
in the TREETOPS "user controller" with the
25 Hz discrete time controller.
Step 5) Compare the 25 Hz discrete controller
pointing performance with the continuous
controller performance for a worse case
Shuttle attitude command disturbance.
Generate TREETOPS time histories for both
controllers. See pages 13 through 16.
The pitch torque motor output on pages 14
and 16 reveals a very slightly divergent mode.
However, these results were obtained assuming
perfect actuators. When torque motor non-
linearities(quantization, friction, etc.) and
dynamics are added, this mode doesn't diverge.
( 1 1 )
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USER OUTPUT VECTOR 4 (PITCHJ_OS ERROR, 62(arcj5ec))







USER OUTPUT VECTOR 3 (PITCH TORQUE MOTOR OL)TPUT(nm))




























VECTOR 4 (PITCH LOS ERROR, 62(arc sec))
OUTPUT VECTOR 2 (ROLL LOS ERROR, 6, (arc sec))























P/OF WITH 40 msec DlfllTAL CONTROLLEI
2-
USER OUTPUT VECTOR 3 (PITCH TORQUE MOTOR OUTPUT(nm))







• TASK - Define sensor and actuator error models to be used for
parameter sensitivity studies
• OBJECTIVE - Math models that can be implemented into TREETOPS
• COMMENTS -
1. The P/OF full state controller utilizes measurements from
3 sensors. The LOS sensor measures line of sight error
between a target vector and the vector which connects the
base of the boom to its tip. The Laser Interferometer
measures the relative displacement of the mask wrt the
detector due to elastic deformation. The rate gyro
(; measures angular rates at the instrument mounting plate.
Control actuation is provided by torque motors. Refer to
page 18.
2. A functional block diagram of the error sources considered
for each Sensor/Actuator error model is shown on page
19.
3. Pages 20 through 24 contain the details on the Sensor/
Actuator math models that are implemented in the
TREETOPS simulation. Nominal values for the error model
parameters are supplied along with the sources of these
values.
(18)
IP/OF FULL STATE CONTROLLER







































































Intensity of zero mean







CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION &
NOISE REDUCTION ANALYSIS,
"Michael Greene" Nasa contract *
NAS8-34529 Sept 1981, page 27.
Nominal deviation from 1. is arbi-
trarily chosen to be 1S5.
IPS Simulation Parameters for
Performance Analyses. Dornier,
IPS-DS-TN-0184. Page 42.
IPS Simulation Parameters for
Performance Analyses. Dornier,
IPS-DS-TN-0184. Page 42.












Intensity of zero mean
Gaussian White Noise fL
SOURCE
PINHOLE/CORONOGRAPH POINTING
CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION 6\
NO ISE REDUCT ION AN ALYS IS,
"Michael Greene" Nasa contract "





Nominal deviation from 1. is arbi-
trarily chosen to be IS?.
"Progress in absolute distance inter-
f«rom*try", C. V. Gillard, N.E. Buholz,
Optical Engineering, May /June 1983,
Page 351
.01x10~6m Quantization error "Progress in absolute distance inter-
ferometry", C. V. Gillard, N.E. Buholz,
Optical Engineering, May /June 1983,
Page 351
.016 sec Time constant PINHOLE/CORONOGRAPH POINTING
CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION &
NOISE REDUCTION ANALYSIS,
"Michael Greene" Nasa contract *

















1 0~ deviation from
nominal value is .000478
DESCRIPTION




IPS Simulation Parameters for
Performance Analyses. Dornier,
IPS-DS-TN-0184,page38.




























































b 75 cycles /deg
DESCRIPTION
Torque quantization
1 (T value of scale factor
*
rrornSCL




















IPS Simulation Parameters for
Performance Analyses. Dornier,
IPS-DS-TN-01 84, page 33.




IB ID, page 33
IBID, page 33
IB ID, page 34
IBID, page 34








Gimbal misalignment IBID, page 37
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4.5 PARAMETER SENSITIVITIES
•TASK: Determine the effect each error source has on pointing
performance.
• Objective: To be able to specify a sensor/actuator error budget
that will satisfy a 1 arc second steady state pointing
error requirement.
• PROCEDURE:
STEP 1) Introduce the particular error source into TREETOPS
that defines the particular parameter under study.
STEP 2) Place an initial condition on the LOS erroK 10 arc sec).
Once the system has settled out(25 sec), begin
recording the rms value of the LOS error.
STEP 3) Record the stabilized rms value of the LOS error.
STEP 4) Repeat steps 1 -3 with the parameter set at XI0 its
nominal value.
STEP 5) Remove the previous error source modeled in TREETOPS
and then insert the next error source defining the new
parameter to be studied. Repeat steps 1 through 5
until all parameter sensitivities have been obtained.
COMMENTS/RESULTS
• Page 27 summarizes the parameter sensitivities studied
(26)
i . •
• Page 28 shows the contribution of each sensor/actuator
to the total LOS RSS pointing error.
• Pages 2Q and 30 show the contribution of each individual
error source to the RSS instrument error.
•The LOS error showed a linear relationship to each individual
parameter variation.





























BEARING, CABLE & HYSTERESIS TORQUE-*1
• SATURATION TORQUE
• SLOPE PARAMETER










TOTAL RSS POINTING ERROR
.01 .1 1. ' 48
LOS ERROR (arc sec)
10.
CONTRIBUTION OF EACH SENSOR/ACTUATOR TOWARD TOTAL
L.O.S. POINTING ERROR (1.48 arc sec)
(29)
CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS L.O.S. SENSOR ERROR TERMS TO






TOTAL RSS INSTRUMENT ERROR
0001 .001 .01 .1
RMS LOS ERROR (arc sec)
CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS LASER INTERFEROMETER ERROR





TOTAL RSS INSTRUMENT NOISE
. H
.0001 .001 .01 .1
RMS LOS ERROR (arc sec)
(30)
CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS RATE GYRO ERROR TERNS TO





.0001 .001 .01 .1






CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS TORQUE MOTOR ERROR







DAHL MODEL *f (FRICTION)
M
DAHL MODEL *2 (FRICTION)
TOTAL RSS INSTRUMENT ERROR
.0001 .001 .01 .1
RMS LOS ERROR (arc sec)
1.
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A A ERROR BUDGET ALLOCATTION
TASK: Specify nominal parameter values for all error sources
to insure that the RSS LOS pointing error is less then
1 arc sec.
•OBJECTIVE: To make reasonable judgements on instrument
fidelity required to meet P/OF mission goals.
PROCEDURE: Given the RMS LOS pointing errors that correspond
to each error source nominal parameter value,
determine which parameters need to be reduced
in order to bring the RSS LOS error under 1 arc sec.














NOMINAL VALUE RMS ERRORtarc sec)
.01 drf)
.25 arc sec (1 Q")
.14 arc sec

































Dahl Friction model 1




















R.S.S. 1.49 1 1.0
Notes:
1) R3S LOS error for nominal parameter values
2) RSS LOS error with rate gyro fixed drift bias reduced to .66 arc sec/sec
• . . . v . . • . . . ' . . « - • • . • , • • . • . • . . . ; •-...., . . < , - . . , . . - / - - . . .... • ; • • . - . • - • : - • . - - . . - . v ; . - ' . - i . - .
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4.5 ALTERNATE MOUNTING BASE COMPARISON
•TASK: Evaluate P/OF pointing performance using the Space Station
as an alternate mounting base.
• OBJECTIVE: Enhanced viability of the P/OF concept
• PROCEDURE :
Step 1) Merge TREETOPS simulations of the P/OF and the
Dual Keel configured Space Station.
Step 2) Run TREETOPS simulation to obtain time histories
of the P/OF pointing performance for a worse case
attitude control system disturbance. The 4 jets
as shown on page 34 were fired for 1 sec with each
having a magnitude of 25 Ibs to generate a
pitching moment. Pages 35 through 41 show the
resulting Space Station euler rates, euler angles,





















SPACE STATION ATTITUDE CONTROL - PITCH JET FIRING
4 JETS; 2 +X, 2 -Y, Magnitude - 25# , Duration - 1 sec
EULER RATE - AXIS 3 .HINGE 1 YAW RATE (red/see); •
............. EULER RATE - AXIS 2 .HINGE 1 PITCH RATE (rad/sec)










- AXIS 3 , HINGE 1 YAW ANGLE (rad)













































USER OUTPUT VECTOR 4 PITCH LOS ERROR (arc sec)






USER OUTPUT VECTOR 2 ROLL LOS ERROR (arc sec\,
____USER OUTPUT VECTOR 1 ROLL TORQUE MOTOR OUTPUT (nm)
TIME(SEC)
KEY WORD, NAMEU)? (39)





&• SENSOR OUTPUT - RP( 7) "BASE ACCELERATION - Y AXIS (m/sec2)
. -0.6
TIME(SEC)
KEYWORD,NAME ( 1 ) ? (41)
SENSOR OUTPUT - RP( 8) BASE ACCELERATION - Z AXIS (m/sec2)
TIME(SEC)
(42)
5.0 BASELINE TREETOPS SIMULATION STRUCTURE
The TREETOPS simulation structure for the P/OF is presented in
this section. Included are the interconnect diagrams (pages 43
through 46) which show how the various components of the
TREETOPS simulation communicate with each other. The
continuous controller which was used primarily to model the
sensor and torque motor dynamics are presented in block dia-
gram form on pages 47 through 52. The user defined function
generator was used to define the random noise and random
constants used in the simulation. The user controller was modi-
fied to define the discrete implementation of the P/OF full state
controller. Other additions to the user controller were made to
•
model sensor/actuator nonlinearities.
^TORQUE MOTOR INTERCONNECT DIGRAM
USER CONTROLLER
X Torque Output U,1
X LOS Errortarc sec) U,2
XDahl Torque Rate 1 U,17
X Dahl Torque Rate 2 U,16
X Roughness Torque RAte U, 1 9
X Cogging Torque U,20
X Ripple Torque U,21
X Coupling Torque U,22
V Torque Output U3
V LOS Error(arc sec) U 4
V Dahl Torque Rate 1 U,23
V Dahl Torque Rate 2 (j,24
V Roughness Torque RAte u,25
V Cogging Torque u,26
V Ripple Torque u,27
V Coupling Torque u,2B
FUNCTION GENERATOR
Unit ZMWG Noise G*4





























































A1 X Torque Motor



























U,20 X Roughness noise
U,21 X Quantization err
U,22 X T O i
U,23 X T 0 2
U,24 Xj!
U,25 X|2
U,26 X DCU Output
U,27 X Dahl Fric. Torque 1
U,28 X Dahl Fric. Torque 2
U,29 X Roughness Torque
U,41 X Cogging Amp
U,42 X Ripple Amp
U,30 V Roughness noise
U,31 V Quantization err
U,32 Y T O !
U,33 Y T 0 2
U.34 VY!
U,35 Y/2
U,36 V DCU Output
U,37 Y Dahl Fric. Torque
U,38 Y Dahl Fric. Torque 2
U,39 Y Roughness Torque
U,43 Y Cogging Amp







X Rate Gyro Bias
Y LOS Bias
Y Tip Bias


































































































































X LOS Quant Error
X Tip Deflection
X Tip Quant Error
X Rate Gyro
X Rate Gyro Output
Y LOS Error




Y Rate Gyro Quant
(45)






U,46 Roll LOS Error( arc sec) <£j U,29
Uf.47 Pitch LOS Error( arc sec
Roll LOS StdDev(arc sec) (^




VERNIER PCS QRBITER ATTITUDE CONTROL INTERCONNECT
FUNCTION
GENERATOR
— O Ct on fJ 1 i"i
.<£. oiep o, i u
-i. 1 C+ «rt r* 1 1
+.2 btep bj 1






un U,5U, 1 1
II 19 U'6U, 1 £.































•TREETOPS CONTINUOUS CONTROLLER - LOS SENSOR (ROLL)
sensorinput
UC,7
UC,30 unit ZMWG constant
unit step OU, 2
6.7874x10~7
RC,2







































32 + 101.153+ 83521
DC,32 unit ZMWG constant







TREETOPS CONTINUOUS CONTROLLER - TORQUE MOTOR (ROLL)


















































TREETOPS CONTINUOUS CONTROLLER - LOS SENSOR (PITCH)
UC,33 unit ZMWG constant
<JC,15 unit step OU, 19
6.7874x10
RC,2






































1 584.92 3-*- 20884.
S2+ 204.33+20884
UC,35 unit ZMWG constant
TR, 17
83521
32 + 101.153+ 83521
RC,22




'TREETOPS CONTINUOUS CONTROLLER - TORQUE MOTOR (PITCH)












































LJC 29X coupling Torque '
6.0 COMPUTER LISTINGS
The interactive file (JRRPH2.INT), user controller source
file (POFCONT.FOR) and user defined function generator source
file(NOISE.FOR) required to simulate the P/OF pointing per-
formance with corrupted sensor and actuator outputs are
supplied in this section. A different sequence of random
numbers will be produced for each TREETOPS run. The dynamics
of the sensor/actuator models dictate that the simulation
should be run with a step size of .004 sec. A 20 second run on























































































































































































































































Title header of user problem (< 40 char) =
Simulation stop t ImeCsec) , Job t Ime(min) ; CoreCkwds) =
Data output delta. Initial, Final time Csec) =
I ntegrat lonCR=rkuta,S=sandia, U=user ) , Dt (sec) , Fname =
Linearization option ( N=none, L= 1 Inear ) , Tlme(sec) =
Restart option C N=none, R=restart ) , Restartfname =
Small angle computat i on(Al 1 , Bypass, F irst, Nth) pass=
Mass matrix computat lonCAl 1 , Bypass, First, Nth) pass=
Non-linear computat ion(Al I , Bypass, F irst, Nth) pass =
Type(C=cont In, D=discrete, U=user ) , Dt (sec) ,
Number of Inputs, Number of outputs
Fname =
=
OUTPUT 1 typeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID#,Gain=
OUTPUT 2 TypeC I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,. ID*,Gain=
OUTPUT 3 TypeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID#,Gain=
OUTPUT 4 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID»,Galn=

















OUTPUT 6 TypeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID*,Galn=
OUTPUT 7 TypeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID*,Gain=
OUTPUT 8 TypeC 1 ? incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID»,GaIn=
OUTPUT 9 TypeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID»,Galn=
OUTPUT 10 TypeC I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID#,Galn=
OUTPUT 11 Type( I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID«,Galn=
OUTPUT 12 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID*,Gain=
OUTPUT 13 Typet I = incont, T=trans, J-Junct) , ID#,Gain=
OUTPUT 14 Type( I = Incont, T = trans, J = junct) , ID*,Galn=
OUTPUT 15 Type( I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID#,Galn=
OUTPUT 16 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID»,Gain=
OUTPUT 17 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID»,Galn=
OUTPUT 18 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID#,Gain=
OUTPUT 19 TypeC I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID*,Galn=
OUTPUT 20 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID*,Galn=
OUTPUT 21 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID*,Galn=











OUTPUT 23 TypeC 1 = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) , ID*,Gain=
OUTPUT 24 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , ID*,Gain=
OUTPUT 25 TypeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 26 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 27 Type( I = Incont, T=trans,J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 28 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 29 TypeC 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 30 Type( I = Incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 31 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 32 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 33 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 34 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 35 Type( 1 = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 36 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=junct) ,
OUTPUT 37 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 38 Type( I = Incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,
OUTPUT 39 Type( I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) ,






















Input typeC I = incont, T=trans, J=Junct) , Input ID* =
Order of numerator. Order of denominator s
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per 1 i ne ) =
Input type( I = incont , T=trans, J=junct) , Input ID* =
Order of numerator. Order of denominator =
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per I i ne ) =
Input typeC I = incont, T=trans, J=junct) , Input ID* =


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator. Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator. Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type<I=incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator. Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trana,J=Junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator. Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input typetI=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator, Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
Order of numerator, Order of denominator
Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input typetI=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator, Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
der of numerator, Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=Junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator, Order of denominator
 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line)
Input type(I=Incont,T=trans,J=junct), Input ID*
 Order of numerator, Order of denominator









































































































































































































































































































































































18 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
19 Input type( I = i ncont , T=trans, J=Junct ) , Input ID* =
19 Order of numerator, Order of denominator =
19 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
19 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
20 Input type( I = incont, T=trans, J= junct ), Input ID* =
2O Order of numerator. Order of denominator =
20 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
20 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
21 Input typet I = 1 ncont, T=trans, J=Junct ), Input ID* =
21 Order of numerator. Order of denominator =
21 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
21 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
22 Input type( I = Incont, T=trans, J= junct ) , Input ID* =
22 Order of numerator. Order of denominator =
22 Numerator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
22 Denominator coeff (ascending order 1-4 per line) =
22 »»>***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
1 Number of Inputs to summing Junction =













































































= incont , T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
3 to summing junction
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,
= i ncont , T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
5 to summing junction
= Incont, T= trans, J= Junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
3 to summing Junction
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= i ncont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,
= incont, T= trans, J = junct) ,
= i ncont, T = trans, J = junct ) ,
3 to summing Junction
= incont, T=trans, J = Junct) ,
= Incont, T=trans, J= junct ) ,
= incont, T=trans, J = Junct) ,
> to summing Junction
= Incont, T= trans, J= Junct) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct) ,
= Incont, T= trans, J= junct) ,
3 to summing Junction
= Incont, T = trans, J = Junct) ,
= incont, T=trans, J = junct) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,
3 to summing Junction
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,
= i ncont , T = trans, J = J unct ) ,
= i ncont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,
= incont, T = trans, J = Junct) ,
= i ncont , T = trans, J = J unct ) ,
= i ncont, T = trans, J = Junct ) ,












































I 24 . 000
O.OOOOOE+00 1 . 0000
1 . 0000








0 . OOOOOE+00 1 . 0000
3.0000 CONTINUOUS


















































































































8 >»»***** END OF DATA *****«<« =
2 Type(C=cont In, D=discrete, U=user ) , Dt(sec),



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































pulse,sawtooth,sine, user) = USER
same name for add itional•usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****«<« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = STEP
start timelsec) = 1.0000
OF DATA *****«<« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = STEP
start time(sec) . = -0.20000
OF DATA *****«<« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = STEP
start time(sec) = 0.20000
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = STEP
start time(sec) = -0.20000
OF DATA *****««< =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sIne,user) =' USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****««< =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)=., NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *xx**<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) . = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE
OF DATA *****<«« =
pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) = USER
same name for additional usergener)= NOISE

























































































































































































































































































































































 user fname(use same name for additional usergener)=
»»>***** END OF DATA *****«<« ' =
 type(step,ramp,pulse,sawtooth,sine, user) =
 user fname(use same name for additional usergener)=
 >»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 typeCstep,ramp,pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) . =
 user fname(use same name for additional usergener)=
 >»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
 typetstep,ramp,pulse,sawtooth,sine,user) =
 user fname(use same name for additional usergener)=
»>»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type(Resolver,Tach,Gyro,Wdot,Accel,Vel,Pos), ID* =
ID* of body, index of node location =
Input axis unit vector (body coord) X,Y,Z =
>»»**»** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type(Resolver,Tach,Gyro,Wdot,Accel, Vel, Pos) , ID* =
ID# of body, index of node location =
Input axis unit vector (body coord) X,Y,2 =
>»»*«*** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type(Resolver, Tach,Gyro, Wdot, Accel, Vel, Pos), I D«t =
ID* of body, index of node location =
Input axis unit vector (body coord) X,Y,Z =
>»»*«*** END OF DATA *****«<« =
Type(RespIver,Tach,Gyro,Wdot,Accel,Vel,Pos), ID# =
IDw of body. Index of node location =
Input axis unit vector (body coord) X,Y,Z =
»»>***** END OF DATA ***«*<«« =
Type(Resolver,Tach,Gyro,Wdot,Accel,Vel,Pos), ID# =
 ID# of body, index of node location =
Input axis unit vector (body coord) X,Y,Z =
»»>***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Type Resolver,Tach,Gyro,Wdot,Accel,Vel,Pos,Los,ID»=
 IDtt of body. Index of node location =
 Plnhole target unit vector (Inertlal coord) X,Y,Z =
»>»*«*** END OF DATA *****«<« =
Type (Jsjet,H=hydcyl,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID# =
ID# of hinge, index of rotation axis =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****«<« =
Type (J=Jet,H=hydcyl,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
ID* of hinge, index of rotation axis =
»»>***** END OF DATA *****<«« . =
Type (J=Jet,H=hydcyl,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
ID* of hinge, Index of rotation axis =
>»»!«*>«** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type (J = Jet, H = hydcyl, C = cmg, T = torque, B = brak.e), ID* =
ID* of body. Index of node location =
Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y,Z =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type (J*Jet,H=hydcyI,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
ID* of body, index of node location =
Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y,Z =
 »»>***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Type (J=Jet,H=hydcyI,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
 ID* of body. Index of node location =
 Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y,Z =
 »»>**KI** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Type (J=Jet,H=hydcyl,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
ID* of body, index of node location =
Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y,Z =
»>»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 I D* of body, Index of node location =
 Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y;Z =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
 Type (J=Jet,H=hydcyI,C=cmg,T=torque,B=brake), ID* =
ID* of body. Index of node location =
Output axis unit vector(body coord) X,Y,Z =
>»»**»** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=senjG=gen), ID* =
Dest inatlon(C = contIn,D = dlsc,U=user,A = actuator>, 1D# =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID» =
DestI netion(C = contIn,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,6=gen), ID* =
Dest inat ion(C = contin,D = dlsc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
DestInation(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
»»>***xx END OF DATA *****<«« =
Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
Dest inatlon(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
»>»x*x*» END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C = cont in,D = dlsc,U=user,A = actuator),ID* =
 »>»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C=contin,D=dIsc,U=user,A=actuator),1D*=
»>»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInat ion(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,A = actuator), ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
1 Source(C=cont1n,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
1 DestInatlon(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
>»»****« END OF DATA *****«<« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInation(C = cont in,D = dlsc,U=user,A = actuetor), ID* =
 »>»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestinatIon(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
»»>***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inat ion(C = contIn,D = dlsc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInat ion(C = cont in,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA ****x<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inat ion(C = cont in,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
 »»>***** END OF DATA *x*x*«<« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
8 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInation(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=-
 >»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 SourcelC=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
 >»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Destination(C = cont. in,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator), ID* =

































































































































































































































































21 SourceCC=cont in, 0=01(30
21 DestInatlon(C=contin,D
21 >»»***** END OF DATA
22 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
22 DestInation(C=contIn,D
22 >»»***** END OF DATA
23 Source(C=contin,D=disc
23 DestInatlon(C=contin,D
23 »»>***** END OF DATA
24 Source(C=contin,D=disc
24 Destinatlon(C=contin,D
24 >»»***** END OF DATA
25 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
25 DestInation(C=eontin,D
25 >»»***** END OF DATA
26 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
26 Destlnation(C=contin,D
26 »»>***** END OF DATA
27 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc
27 Destinatlon(C=contin,D
27 »»>***** END OF DATA
28 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
28 DestInation(C=contin,D
28 »>»****« END OF DATA
29 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc
29 DestInatIon(C=contIn,D
29 »>»***** END OF DATA
30 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc
30 DestInatIon(C=contIn,D
30 •>»»***** END OF DATA
31 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
31 DestInatlon(C=contIn,D
31 >»»***** END OF DATA
32 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc
32 DestInatlon(C=contin,D
32 »»>***** END OF DATA
33 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc
33 Dest inat.lon(C = cont in, D
33 >»»***** END OF DATA
34 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
34 Destination(C=contIn,
34 >»»***** END OF DATA
35 Source(C=contin,D=dtsC
35 DestInatlon(C=contin,D
35 >»»***** END OF DATA
36 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
36 DestInation(C=contin,D
36 »>»***** END OF DATA
37 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc
37 DestInatlon(C=contin,D
37 >»»***** END OF DATA
38 Source(C=contin,D=disc
38 Destination(C=contin,
38 »»>***** END OF DATA
39 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc
39 DestInation(C=contin,
39 »»>***** END OF DATA
40 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc
40 DestinatIon(C=contin,
40 >»»«**** END OF DATA
41 SourcefC=contin,D=disc
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , I D#
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<««
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
;dlsc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****«<«
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
;dtsc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
;dlsc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<««
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) . ID*
!disc, U=use'r , A = actuator) ,
*****«<« .
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
'disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<««
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<«« .
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator> ,
***JKX<««
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*«***<««
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user , A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user , S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<««
U=user,S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****««<
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*












































































































































































































































































































I NT CONNECT *
I NT CONNECT *
INT CONNECT *
INT CONNECT #








































I NT CONNECT *
I NT CONNECT *
INT CONNECT * 60
INT CONNECT * 61
INT CONNECT * 61
41 Dest inat Ion(C=cont in, D =
41 >»»***** END OF DATA
42 Source(C=cont in, D=disc,
42 Dest Inat lon(C=cont in, D =
42 »>»***** END OF DATA
43 Source( C=cont in, D=d Isc,
43 Dest inat lon(C=cont in, D=
43 >»»***** END OF DATA
44 Source ( C=cont in, D=d Isc,
44 Dest Inat lon(C=cont In, D=
44 »>»***** END OF DATA
45 Source< C=cont in, D=d ISC,
45 Dest inat I on(C=cont i n, D=
45 >»»xxxxx END OF DATA
46 Souree(C=cont in, Dsdisc,
46 Dest inat lon(C=cont In, D=
46 >»»***** END OF DATA
47 Source(C=cont In, D=dlsc,
47 Dest Inat lon(C=cont In, D=
47 »>»***** END OF DATA
48 Source(C=cont in, D=dlsc,
48 Dest Inat ion(C=cont In, D=
48 >»»***** END OF DATA
49 Source(C=cont in, D=dlsc,
49 Dest Inat ion(C=cont In, D=
49 »»>«**** END OF DATA
50 Source(C=cont In, D=dlsc,
50 Dest Inat ion(C=cont In, D=
>»»***** END OF DATA
Source ( C=cont I n, D=dlsc,




51 »>»xx*xx END OF DATA
52 Sourcof C=cont i n, D=disc,
52 Dest Inat ion( C=cont in, D:
52 »>»***** END OF DATA
53 Source ( C=cont I n, D=dlsc,
53 Dest Inat ion(C = cont in, D =
53 >»»***** END OF DATA
54 Source ( C=cont I n, D=disc
54 Dest inat ion( C=cont in, D
54 >»»***** END OF DATA
55 Source( C=cont I n, D=dlsc
55 Dest inat lon(C=cont in, D
55 >»»*x*** END OF DATA
56 Source(C=cont In, D=disc
56 Dest inat ion(C = cont in, D
56 >»»***** END OF DATA
57 Source(C=cont in, D=disC
57 Dest inat lon(C=cont in,
57 >»»***** END OF DATA
58 Source(C=cont in, D=disc
58 Dest Inat I on(C=cont in,
»>»***** END OF DATA
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
x**#x<<<<< •
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
d isc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****«<<<
U=user , S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<«<<
U=user , S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user , S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****««<;
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator> ,
#****<««
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****««<
U=user,S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****««<
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) ,
*****<««
U=user,S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<««
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*







59 Source(C=cont in, D=dlsc
59 Dest inat I on(C=cont in, D
59 >»»***** END OF DATA
60 Source(C=cont I n, D=disc
60 Dest inat lon(C=cont in,
»>»***** END OF DATA
Source(C=cont I n, D=disc



















































































































































































































































































































61 >»»***** END OF DATA
62 Source(C = cora in,D = dlscJ
62 Destination(C=contin,D=
62 >»»***** END OF DATA
63 Source(C=cora in,D=disc,
63 Destination(C=contIn,D=
63 >»»***** END OF DATA
64 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsCj
64 DestInatIon(C=contIn,D:
64 »>»***** END OF DATA
65 Source(C=contIn,D=disc
65 DestInatlon(C=contin,D:
65 >»»***** END OF DATA
66 Source(C=contin,D=disc,
66 DestInatlon(C = contin, D =
66 >»»***** END OF DATA
67 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc,
67 Destination(C=contin,D=
67 »»>***** END OF DATA
68 Source(C=contin,D=discJ
68 DestInatlon(C=contIn,D=
68 >»»****» END OF DATA
69 SourcetC=contIn,D=discJ
69 Destinatlon(C=contin,D=
69 >»»***** END OF DATA
70 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,
70 Destinatlon(C=contIn,D=
70 »»>***** END OF DATA
71 Source*C=contIn,D=disc,
71 DestInatlon(C=contin,D=
71 >»»***** END OF DATA
72 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,
72 Destinatlon(C=contin,D=
72 >»»***** END OF DATA
73 Source(C=contin,D=disc,
73 Destinatlon(C=contin,D:
73 >»»***** END OF DATA
74 Source(C=contin,D=disc,
74 DestinatIon(C=contin,D=
74 >»»***** END OF DATA
75 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,
75 DestInation(C=contin,D:
75 >»»***** END OF DATA
76 Source(C=contIn,D=discJ
76 DestInatIon(C=contin,D:
76 >»»***** END OF DATA
77 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,
77 Destination(C=contin,D:
77 >»»***** END OF DATA
78 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,
78 DestinatIon(C=contin,D=
78 >»»***** END OF DATA
79 Source(C=contin,Dzdlsc,
79 DestInatlon(C=contin,D=
79 >»»***** END OF DATA
80 Source(C=contin,D=dlscJ
80 Destinatlon(C=contin,D=
80 »»>**»** END OF DATA
81 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,
81 DestInat1on(C=contin,D=
81 >»»***** END OF DATA
*****<«« =
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , IDS =
'disc, U=user, A=actuator) , 1 D* =
*****«<« =
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID* =
'disc, U=user, A=actuator) , I D* =
*****<«« a
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
'disc, U=user, A=actuator ) , I D* =
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
•disc, U=user, A=actuator ) , I D* =
*****«<<< =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
'disc, U=user, A=actuator) , ID*=
*****<<<<< =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
:dlsc, U=user , A=aetuator ) , I D*=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID*
'disc, U=user, A=actuator) ,
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, 0=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , I D#=
*****«<« =
U=user, S=sen, 6=gen) , ID* =
dlsc,U=user, A=actuator) , ID*=
ID*=
U=user , S=sen, Q=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator > , I D*=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
•disc, U=user, A=actuator) , I D*=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, 0=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , I D*=
*****<«« 3
U=user, S=sen, 6=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , I D*=
*****<«« s
U=user, S=sen, 0=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , ID*=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user , A=actuator ) , I D*=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen,G=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , ID*=
U=user,S=sen,G=gen> , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , ID*=
*****<«« =
U=user,S=sen,G=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator ) , ID*=
*****«<« s
U=user,S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =
disc, U=user, A=actuator) , ID#=
*****<«« =
U=user, S=sen, G=gen) , ID* =

























































































































































































































































































































































































 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest Inat l-on(C = cont in, D = disc, U=user, A = actuator ), ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inatlon(C = cont in,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
Dest inatlon(C = cont in,D = disc,U=user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****««< =
 Source(C=contIn,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInation(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID#=
»>»***** END OF DATA »****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C = cont in,D=disc,U=user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»*x**x END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inat ion(C = cont in,D=disc,U=user,A = actuator),ID* =
»>»***»* END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inat ion(C = contIn,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U-user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Dest inat ion(C = contIn,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»****» END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C = cont in,D = disc,U=user,A = actuator), ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
Dest inatlon(C=contIn,D=disc,U = user,A = actuator), ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
>»»x**x* END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=dlsc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
»»>«**** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 Destinatlon(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,A=actuator),ID*=
»>**»** END OF DATA *****<«« . =
 Source(C=contin,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInat i on(C = cont in,D=dlsc,U=user,A = actuator),ID* =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInatlon(C = cont in,D = disc,U = user,A = actuator >,ID* =
»>»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
 Source(C=contIn,D=disc,U=user,S=sen,G=gen), ID* =
 DestInat ion(C = cont in,D = dlsc,U = user,A = actuator),ID* =
»»>***** END OF DATA *****«<« =
ID* of hinge, ID* of inbd body, ID* of outbd body =
Node Index of inboard body attach point =
Rotation degrees of freedom =
Base body(ID* 1)rotatlon option(F=free,G=glmbaled)=
Rotation axis unit vector LI Inboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L1 outboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L3 inboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L3 outboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation spring stiffness (N/R) k1,k2,fc3 =
Rotation spring damping (N/R/S) b1,b2,b3 =
Initial rotation angle (DEG) thetal,theta2,theta3 =
Null torque angle (DEG) thetal,theta2,thetaS =


































































































































































































































































































































Translation axis unit vector of 1ST DOF X,Y,Z :
Translation axis unit vector of 2ND DOF- X,Y,Z =
Translation axis unit vector of 3RD DOF X,Y,Z =
Translation spring stiffnes (N/M) k1.k2.k3 =
Translation spring damping (N/M/S) b1,b2,b3 :
Initial translation displacement (M) y1,y2.y3 =
Null force position (M) y1,y2Jy3 :
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« =
ID* of hinge, ID* of inbd body, ID* of outbd body =
Node index of Inboard body attach point =
Rotation degrees of freedom =
Base body(ID* 1)rotatlon opt Ion(F = free,G = glmbaled) =
Rotation axis unit vector LI Inboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector LI outboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L3 inboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L3 outboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation spring stiffness (N/R) k1.k2.k3 =
Rotation spring damping (N/R/S) b1,b2,b3 =
Initial rotation angle (DEG) thetal,theta2,theta3 =
Null torque angle (DEG) thetal,theta2,theta3 =
Translation degrees of freedom =
Translation axis unit vector of 1ST DOF X,Y,Z =
Translation axis unit vector of 2ND DOF X,Y,Z =
Translation axis unit vector of 3RD DOF X,Y,Z :
Translation spring stiffnes (N/M) k1,k2,k3 =
Translation spring damping (N/M/S) b1,b2,b3 :
Initial translation displacement (M) y1,y2,y3 =
Null force position (M) y1.y2.y3 :
»»>***** END OF DATA *****«<« :
ID* of hinge, ID* of Inbd body, ID* of outbd body =
Node Index of inboard body attach point =
Rotation degrees of freedom =
Base body(ID* 1)rotation optlon(F=free,G=glmbaled)=
Rotation axis unit vector L1 Inboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L1 outboard body X,Y,Z =
Rotation axis unit vector L3 inboard body X,Y,Z :
Rotation axis unit vector L3 outboard body X.Y.Z =
Rotation spring stiffness (N/R) k1.k2.k3 =
Rotation spring damping (N/R/S) b1,b2,b3 =
Initial rotation angle (DEG) theta!,theta2,theta3 =
Null torque angle (DEG) theta!,theta2,theta3 =
Translation degrees of freedom . =
Translation axis unit vector of 1ST DOF X,Y,Z =
Translation axis unit vector of 2ND DOF X,Y,Z :
Translation axis unit vector of 3RD DOF X,Y,Z =
Translation spring stiffnes (N/M) k1,k2,k3 =
Translation spring damping (N/M/S) b1,b2,b3 =
Initial translation displacement (M) y1.y2.y3 =
Null force position (M) y1,y2,y3 =
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<«« :
Type of body (R=rigid, F=flexible),ID* '
Mass of body (kg) =
Inertia (kg-m2) Ixx.lyy.Izz =
Inertia (kg-m2) Ixy.lxz.lyz :
modal data option (T=tape,D=disc),fname and tape* :
Modal Inertia opt (N = none,I = Inert la M,N,P dyadics):
Modal coupling opt (N=none,C=coupling PHIXPHI vec)=
Number of flexible modes :
Attach point coordinates (m) x,y,z =
NODE 1 mass center coordinates (m) x,y,z !


















































































































































































































































































NODE 3 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 4 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 5 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 6 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 7 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 8 coordinates (m) x.y.z
NODE 9 coordinates (m) x,y,z
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<««
>»»***** END OF DATA *****<««
Type of body (R=rigid, F=f lex ible) , I Dft
Mass of body (kg)
Inertia (kg-m2) lxx,lyy,Izz
Inertia (kg-m2) Ixy.lxZjIyz
modal data option ( T = tape, D = dlsc) , f name and tapeft
Modal inertia opt (N=none, I = inert ia M,N,P dyadics)
Modal coupling opt (N=none, C=coupl ing PHIXPHI vec)
Number of flexible modes
Attach point coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 1 mass center coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 2 coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 3 coordinates (m) x,y,z
>»»***** END OF DATA *****«<«
>»»»**** END OF DATA *****<««
Type of body (R=rigld, F=f lex ible) , I D»
Mass of body (kg)
Inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,lyy,Izz
Inertia (kg-m2) lxy,Ixz,Iyz
modal data option (Tstapej D=disc) , f name and tape4t
Modal inertia opt (N=nonej I = Inert ia M,N,P dyadics)
Modal coupling opt ( N=none, C=coupl ing PHIXPHI vec)
Number of flexible modes
Attach point coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 1 mass center coordinates (m) x,y,z
NODE 2 coordinates (m) x,y,z
>»»***** END OF DATA **x**<««
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SUBROUTINE UCONTROLt TIME, U, R) ^:J^ -:
DIMENSION DESATTO), U( 1 ) , R( 1 ) , JETONC6) , Y(3) ,X1 ( 10) ,X2dO) ' [-'•'." VV
*,XC(10),XVAR(3),XAVE(3),XSTD(3), IPP(3) : > :::
DATA I FIRST /O/
C
IF(IFIRST.EQ.1)GO TO 100
C INITIALIZE THE VERNIER RCS CONTROLLER
C AND THE FULL STATE GIMBAL CONTROLLER.



































R(34) = (1 .+.01*U(57))*U(51) ! I NTRODUCE SCALE FACTOR ERRORS




C ********** ORBITER VERNIER RCS CONTROL LAW ******************
1125=1125+1
IF( I 125.LT.2)60 TO 101





















1 , IPP(1 ),U(45), R<11),R(12))
2,IPP(2),R(29),R(13),R(14))
















DIMENSI ON RATESTC 3) ,ATT ITUDE(3),AE(3),WE(3),DESATT(3)
IF(INIT)100,200,300
100 CONTINUE





* SET INITIAL VALUES FOR FLIGHT CONTROL MODULES
200 CONTINUE
CALL STATESTCINlT,DWRCS,ATTITUDE,RATEST.UDACC)
CALL JET SELECTCI NIT,RJCMD,JETON,DWRCS)
RETURN




AE(I AX)=ATT ITUDE(I AX)-DESATT(I AX)
3 WE(IAX)=RATEST(IAX)
CALL OPHPL(INIT.AE,WE,UDACC,RJCMD)












DO 202 J = 1 ,3
202 CT(I,J)=0. 0




!ROLL LOS ERROR STATS










DO 301 J = 1 ,3


















































































































C INPUTS: RJCMDO) = ROTATION COMMAND ( 1 , 0, - 1 ) ( R, P, Y )
C








DO 8 I = 1,6
8 OJETONC I ) = 0
DO 9 I = 1,3
9 ORJCMDCI) = O
KJSL = 0
2 RETURN
C THIS PROGRAM IS THE ON=ORBIT DAP JET SELECT LOGIC





C RJCMDC3) ROTATIONAL CMOS
C
c CONSTANTS: ANSINC = ANGULAR RATES .
C MREPEAT = NUMBER OF PASSES WITHOUT CMD CHANGE (5) .
C THRESH2 = THRESHOLD FOR 2ND VERNIER JET(.SO)
C THRES3 = THRESHOLD FOR VERNIER JET 3(.4) • .
c )'•: r:, •
C OUTPUTS: JETON(6> = RCS JET COMMANDS [ ::'




DO 5 I = 1 , 6 )•
5 JETON( I )=0 (.':•.
VALX = 0 :. .
VALY = 0 iv:.
VALZ = 0
Q = 0
R = 0 .
S = 0
C CHECK IF VERNIER CMOS ARE DIFFERENT FROM LAST PASS
C OR MAX REPEAT IS EXCEEDED
C
M = 0
DO 40 I = 1,3
IF( t INT(RJCMD( I ) ) . NE.ORJCMDC I ) ) .OR. (KJSL. EQ. MREPEAT) ) M= 1
40 CONTINUE
IF(M . NE. 1 ) GO TO 300
C*»************************************************
C CHECK IF .ABSC VERNIER CMD) = 1 . 0
C
I F ( ( ABS ( R JCMD ( 1 ) ) . EQ . 1 . 0 ) . OR . ( ABS ( RJCMD ( 2 ) ) . EQ . 1 . 0 ) . OR .






C CONDUCT TESTS 1-3 PER FIG. 4.2.2.2.1-20
C TO SELECT VERNIER JET CMOS (JETONU-6)
C
C TEST 1 FIND MAX OF ANG INC * VECTORC VJCMD)
DO 70 I = 1,6
VAL1 = 0
DO 80 K = 1,3
VAL1 = VAL1 + RJCMD(K)*ANGINC( I , K.)
80 CONTINUE
IF(VAL1 .GT. VALX) GO TO 75
GO TO 70




C TEST 2 FIND 2ND MAX OF ANGI NC*VECTOR( VJCMD) >THRESH2*VALX
. DO 90 I = 1 , 6
VAL1 = 0
IF( I .EQ.Q) GO TO 90
DO 1 00 K = 1 , 3
VAL1 = VAL1 + RJCMD(K)*ANGINC( I ,K)
100 CONTINUE
IF((VAL1.OT.(THRESH2*VALX)).AND.(VAL1.67.VALY)) GO TO 95
GO TO 90




C TEST 3 FIND 3RD MAX OF ANGI NC*VECTOR( VJCMD»THRESH3*VALX
IF(R.EQ.O) GO TO 120
DO 120 I = 1,6
VAL1 = 0
IF((I.NE.O).AND.(I.NE.R)) GO TO 105
GO TO 120
105 DO 110 K
VAL1 = VAL1
110 CONTINUE










C * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *C SET JETONO9-44) PER RESULTS OF TESTS 1-3 ( Q , R , S >
JETON(Q)=1
IF (R .NE.O) JETON(R) = 1
IF(S.NE.O) JETON(S) = 1
CONTINUE
COMPUTE DELTA OMEGA RCS
DO 220 K = 1,3
DWRCS(K)=0.0




DO 260 1 = 1 , 3
ORJCMD(I) = INT(RJCMD(I))
CONTINUE




KJSL = KJSL + 1














































C = 1 .0
IFCABSCRJCMDCIAX)) .NE. 1.0) C= 1.25
C
C DEFINE SWITCHING LINES
C









51 = S + DB1CIAX)
S1Y = SY + DB1CIAX)
52 = S*C - 1.2*DB1CIAX) (V;
S2Y = SY*C - 1.2*DB1CIAX) M
53 = RLIMI T C I AX) K'i
54 = 0.8*RLIMIT(IAX) !
55 = 0. 6*RLIMIT( I AX) j> :
S7 = C-1)*SIGNC1.,Y2CIAX))*C-1.)*SY-DB1CIAX) k
SB = -RLIMITCIAX) I.'.'
S10 = C-1.)*C*SY + 1.2*DB1CIAX)
IFC CY1CIAX).LT. (-.5)*DB1(IAX)).AND. CY1CIAX).GE. C-1 .2)*DB1(I AX)
*) )
* SI 1 = 0.0
IFC CY1CIAX).GE.-0.5*DB1CIAX)).AND. CY1( I AX).LE.SI 0)
*) S11 = -SORTC
* 2.0*ABSCUDACC(IAX))*(Y1CI AX)+0.5*DB1CIAX)))+WMINCIAX)
IFCS11 .GT. 0.0) SI 1 =0.0
IFCS11 .LT. C-RLIMITCIAX)+WMINC1 AX)))S11 =-RLIMlTCIAX)+WMIN(IAX)
SI 4 = -SY + DB1CIAX)
C
C PHASE PLANE CONTROL LOGIC
C
C
C REGION 1 CONTROL
IF((XI(IAX).GT.S1).OR.(X2(IAX).GT.S3)) GO TO 10
C
C REGION 2 CONTROL K
C **DISTURBANCE HYSTERESIS REGION** \::-'.-
c • ?•;•'.•
I F ( (X1 ( I AX ) . GE . S2) . AND . (X1 ( I AX) . LE . S1 ) . AND . (X2 ( I AX) . LE . S3) ) j.:. .:
* GO TO 15 I '••
C P
C REGION 3 CONTROL j;.j
IF( (XI ( IAX) .LT.S2) . AND. (X2( IAX) .LT.S5) ) GO TO 25 !'
C !-<•
C REGION 4 CONTROL I -•
c ]•'.::<
IF( (X1 ( IAX) .LT.S2) .AND. (S4 . LE. X2( I AX) ) .AND. (X2( I AX) . LE. S3) ) {:''•.
* GO TO 35 r:'.:
C REGION 5 CONTROL }. "•':
IF((X1(IAX).LT.S2).AND. (S5.LE.X2(I AX)).AND. (X2(I AX).LT.S4))
* GO TO 40 }
WRITE(6, 1000) ; :".
1000 FORMAT( 'PHASE PLANE ERROR - FALLS THRU REGION 5 LOGIC1) j
 ;-
00 TO 80 i •;••;
C
C
C PHASE PLANE ACTION
C







C REGION 2 ACTION
C **DISTURBANCE HYSTERESIS REGION LOGIC
C




IF(((S2Y.LE.Y1 (IAX)) .AND. (Y1(I AX).LT.S7) .AND. (Y2(I AX).GE.0.0) .AND.
* (Y2(IAX).LE.S3)).OR.((S14.LT.Y1(IAX)).AND. (Y1(I AX).LE.SI 0)
* .AND.(S8.LE.Y2(IAX)).AND.(Y2(IAX).LT.S11))) GO TO 20
C
C DISTURBANCE HYSTERESIS REGION 1
C
IF(((S7.LE.Y1(IAX)).AND. (Y1(I AX).LE.S1Y).AND. (Y2(I AX).GE.0.0).AND.
* (Y2(IAX).LE.S3)).OR.((S7.LE.Y1(I AX)).AND. (Y1(I AX).LE.SI 0).AND.
* (S11.LE.Y2CIAX)).AND.(Y2(IAX).LT.0.0))) GO TO 21
C
C DISTURBANCE HYSTERESIS REGION 2













C HYSTERESIS REGION 1 ACTION
C
21 CONTINUE
IFCRJCMDCI AX).EQ.-SIGNC1.0,UDACCCI AX))> GO TO 80
22 CONTINUE
RJCMDCIAX) = C-1.)*SI6NC1.0,UDACCCIAX))*WFRATECIAX)*
* (CY2CI AX)-SI 1)/CRLIMITCI AX)-SI 1))
GO TO 80
C




IFCRJCMDCIAX).EQ.SIGNC1 ,0,UDACCCI AX))) GO TO 80
RJCMDCIAX) = SIGNC1.O.UDACCCIAX))*WFRATECIAX)*
* C CS11-Y2CIAX))/CRLIMITCIAX)+S11) )
GO TO 80
C






C REGION 4 ACTION
C
35 IFCRJCMDCIAX).EQ.-SIGNC1 ,0,WECI AX))) GO TO 80
RJCMDCI AX) =-SIGNC1.O.WECIAX))*WFRATECI AX)*C C0.8*RLIMlTCI AX)
*-X2(IAX))/CO.2*RLIMITCI AX)))
GO TO 80
40 IFCRJCMDC IAX) . EQ . SIGNC 1 .0,WEC IAX) )) GO TO 80
RJCMDCIAX)=SIGN(1.O.WECIAX))*WFRATECIAX)*


































































01 ( 1 , 1 )=5.6002E-01
01(1,2)=-1.6941E-01
01(1,3)=-1.2162E-02
01 (2,1) = -2,0118E + 01
01 (2,2)=6.6046E + 00
01(2,3)=1.0684E+00
01 (3, 1 ) = -4.4982E + 00
01 (3,2) = 1 .2237E + 00
01 (3,3)=2.4193E-01


































-G2.UL 2) = -2 . 764 1 E>£1__





































UPDATE STATE EQUATION X(K+1)=F*X(K)+01*Y(K)+62*XC(K)
CALL MXM(F,X ,FX,6 ,6 ,1 ,6 )
CALL M X M ( G 1 , Y , G 1 Y , 6 , 3 , 1 , 3 )














































THIS SUBROUTINE IS A POST PROCESSOR FOR DETERMINING THE
MEAN AND MEAN SQUARE ERROR STATISTICS FOR A GIVEN RANDOM
VARIABLE.
INPUTS: 1)1 - FIRST PASS FLAG
2)XIN - RANDOM VARIABLE
3)J - RV IDENTIFIER NUMBER
4)TIME - TIME
OUTPUTS: 1)XMEAN - RANDOM VARIABLE MEAN



















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE OUTPUT OF THE LOS,
LASER INTERFEROMETER AND RATE GYRO QUANTIZAERS.
INPUTS:1)DOX-MAX QUANTIZING ERROR-LOS SENSOR
2)DQY-MAX QUANTIZING ERROR-LASER INTERFEROMETER
3)DQZ-MAX QUANTIZING ERROR-RATE GYRO
4)QX-QUANTIZED LOS SENSOR OUTPUT
5)QY-QUANTI ZED LASER INTERFEROMETER OUTPUT
6)QZ-QUANTIZED RATE GYRO OUTPUT
OUTPUTS:1)QX-QUANTIZED LOS SENSOR OUTPUT
2)QY-QUANT I ZED LASER INTERFEROMETER OUTPUT













































THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TORQUE MOTOR DISTURBANCES AND




4JDTC-MAX TORQUE MOTOR QUANTIZATION ERROR
5)TCQ-ANALOG TORQUE COMMAND
6)TF1-FRICTION TORQUE(DAHL MODEL 1)
7 )TO-1-SATURATION TORQUE (DAHL MODEL 1)
8)GAMMA1-SLOPE PARAMETER(DAHL MODEL 1)
9)TF2-FRICTION TORQUE(DAHL MODEL 2)
10)T02-SATURATION TORQUE(DAHL MODEL 2)
11)GAMMA2-SLOPE PARAMETER(DAHL MODEL 2)
12)DTHE22-SHAFT RATE
13)TR-ROUGHNESS TORQUE
14)STR-ROUGHNESS TORQUE WHITE NOISE
OUTPUTS:1)TCQ-QUANTIZED TORQUE COMMAND
2)DTF1-FRICTION TORQUE RATE(DAHL MODEL 1)












































































THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TORQUE MOTOR DISTURBANCES AND




4)DTC-MAX TORQUE MOTOR QUANTIZATION ERROR
5)TCQ-ANALOG TORQUE COMMAND
6)TF1-FRICTION TORQUE(DAHL MODEL 1)
7)T01-SATURATION TORQUECDAHL MODEL 1)
8)GAMMA!-SLOPE PARAMETER<DAHL MODEL 1)
9>TF2-FRICTION TORQUECDAHL MODEL 2)
10)T02-SATURATION TORQUE(DAHL MODEL 2)
11)GAMMA2-SLOPE PARAMETER(DAHL MODEL 2)
12)DTHE22-SHAFT RATE
13)TR-ROUGHNESS TORQUE
14)STR-ROUGHNESS TORQUE WHITE NOISE
OUTPUTS:1)TCQ-QUANTI ZED TORQUE COMMAND
2)DTF1-FRICTION TORQUE RATE(DAHL MODEL 1)

































IF(ABS(TF1 ).LE.T01)DTF1=DTHE22*GAMMA1 * ( TF1 *SI ON( 1 . ,DTHE22)-T01)**2
DTF2=0.
IF(ABS(TF2) .LE.T02)DTF2=DTHE22*GAMMA2*(TF2*SIGNC 1 . , DTHE22)-T02)**2































Y = SECNDS(0. )
ISECS=IFIX(Y)
ITSEED=ISECS/'2+1













C7.0 VAX/TREETQPS USER NOTES
To modify the interactive file JRRPH2.INT, type
RUNHITIPG (Sp
and follow the procedures outlined in the TREETOPS user
manual
To run the TREETOPS program, submit a batch job by typing
SUBMIT JRRPH2.JCL




Answer the questions as outlined in the TREETOPS user
manual.
(Cx) *• carraige return
-^^ •'
